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The summer is just around the corner and we're looking forward to
the warmer weather and being outside visiting clients more
frequently.

We have experienced the excitement of returning to our office and
design studio in London over recent months, and reconnecting
physically with our colleagues…it’s been great. 

As like many of our customers around the world, part of our new
hybrid work style incorporates the increased use of laptops, so in this
edition we will share with you products that help minimise the impact
on your health and wellbeing when using these devises with news on
Oripura, and an example of a home office set up in New York.

A NOTE FROM ANDY

There is only one week left until we will release two more colours in our Oripura range. Oripura is a portable
and foldable laptop stand to use both in the office, working from home or on the go to reduce neck pain and
work more ergonomically.

We also look back and celebrate the Good Design Award that we received for our innovative Ollin, along
with having incorporated plastic free bulk packaging across all of our latest product launches. You will also
get to meet Rali, one of our team in our people behind the product series.

Enjoy the read.
Andy



The first award for
monitor arms in Japan
We are proud to announce that Ollin has received a Good

Design Award in Japan earlier this year. This is also the first

monitor arm to be received in Japan so we are happy we could

be a part of this announcement!

Our unique technical cord that controls Ollin’s arm means it

can accommodate weights from 0kg up to 9kg. No other

dynamic arm on the market can accommodate; tablets,

monitors and laptops in this weight range.

Learn more about Ollin here.
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https://www.colebrookbossonsaunders.com/monitor-arms/ollin/


Follow our social channels to make sure
you get all the front row news!

Instagram 
LinkedIn 
Facebook
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https://www.instagram.com/cbs_ergonomics/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/colebrook-bosson-saunders/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/colebrook-bosson-saunders/
https://www.facebook.com/cbsproducts


SAY HELLO TO RALI, AN
ACCOUNT MANAGER 
WITH A LOVE FOR 
DANCE & PAINTING!

Rali (short for Ralitsa) is all the way from Bulgaria, working as a Junior Account Manager in our London HQ. Joining

us with a natural talent for working with people and knowing how clients think, Rali has made a fantastic impact on the

business by creating some great, long-lasting relationships.
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Aside from her career-driven goals, Rali has a
lesser-known creative side with a gift for both
traditional dance & painting, having learnt
traditional Bulgarian Folklore dance for well over a
decade & learning to paint over lockdown.

"Bulgarian folk dances are intimately related to the
music of Bulgaria. The distinctive feature of Balkan
folk music is the asymmetrical meter, built up
around various combinations of 'quick' and 'slow'
beats. Bulgaria is divided into seven ethnographic
regions: Northern Bulgaria, Dobruja, Shopluk,
Thrace, Strandzha, Macedonia and Rhodopes. Each
region has its own distinctive style of dance, to the
extent that a knowledgeable observer can often tell
which region a group of Bulgarians comes from by
how they perform popular dances".

When lockdown came in, I felt like all I was doing was being
focused on screens. Then one day a video on drawing techniques
popped up. Then I watched another, and it grew from there. I
learnt how to mix acrylic paints, which then lead to a gallery class
about colour mixing. I found it all very therapeutic and great for
my mental health.”

“I use my Ollin monitor arm & Ollin laptop & tablet mount to put
my paper and inspiration picture up so it’s perfect for the way I’m
positioned for hours to help with strain and help me focus purely
on getting the right details in the piece.
I did learn some space-saving techniques too from the colour
mixing classes like only having white yellow, green & red saves
space at home for painting as well as on the paint block.”

“I’ve painted the mountains in Bulgaria in Sofia City (my
hometown), along with sunsets, blossoming trees and nature in
springtime. Those are my favourite times visually and really lifted
me up when I was stuck indoors.”
 
Read more about Rali here.

https://www.colebrookbossonsaunders.com/monitor-arms/ollin/
https://www.colebrookbossonsaunders.com/journal/creative-wellbeing-interview-w-ralista-todorova/
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We wanted to share our Ollin monitor arm
and the  Ollin Laptop & Tablet Mount set up
from one of our customers Max, in New
York.

 Not to forget to mention what an amazing
view he has!

OLLIN TABLET &
LAPTOP MOUNT

 

Ollin Laptop and Tablet Mount can support
tablets from 9.7” to 13”, and any laptop
weighing up to 2.8kg (6.2lbs). It works as a
single screen set-up, or is ideal when
combined with any other monitor up to 27”
to form a dual screen configuration for
mobile and hybrid workers. Space,
productivity and comfort are all easily
maximised.

https://www.colebrookbossonsaunders.com/store/ollin-ollin-laptop-mount.html
https://www.colebrookbossonsaunders.com/store/ollin-ollin-laptop-mount.html
https://www.colebrookbossonsaunders.com/store/ollin-ollin-laptop-mount.html


Design with sustainability in mind - Meet
Alex Ambridge

I am a Product Designer at Colebrook Bosson Saunders. Amongst many design projects I have worked

on I was the lead designer of the Lima Monitor Arm. I have a keen interest in Sustainable Design. I

believe designers have a responsibility to consider and reduce the environmental impact of the products

they design.

I have always cared about the environment but worried about the impact that my designs could cause.

During my final year of university, I read Cradle to Cradle, by Michael Braungart and William

McDonough, it is a fantastic book about design for the circular economy. It changed the way I thought

about designing products and how they could have a positive environmental impact.

In a previous job part of my role was to advise companies on how to design more sustainable products.

At CBS I led the design of the new plastic-free packaging concepts, in the last year the operations

team have reduced our single-use plastic content by 55 per cent.

I have recently become the Europe Lead for the Sustainability Resource Team at MillerKnoll. This will

put me in a more proactive position to contribute to a range of sustainability projects. The SRT is a

group of employees from across the MillerKnoll family of companies that are passionate about the

environment and implementing sustainable approaches. By having members from different positions

and companies from all over Europe we are able identify a much greater range of opportunities to

improve our environmental contribution.

Who are you?

What caused your interest in Sustainability?

 What kind of sustainable projects have you been involved with?

What is your next sustainable project?
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I N G R E D I E N T S

S E R V E S  2

2 Small red peppers

2 Small yellow peppers 

2 Small orange peppers 

1/4 Red onion 

100g Smoked salmon 

30g Seaweed salad 

30g Plain noodles (somen) 

20ml Roasted sesame dressing 

Serving

Sprinkle some sesame seeds on the

salmon

Lo Hei (also known as ‘Prosperity Toss’ & ‘Yusheng’) - usually consists of strips of raw fish

(most commonly salmon but I used smoked salmon), mixed with shredded vegetables and a

variety of sauces and condiments, among other ingredients. Yusheng literally means “raw

fish” but since “fish (⿂ )” is commonly conflated with its homophone”abundance (余 )”,

Yúshēng (⿂⽣) is interpreted as a homophone for Yúshēng (余升) meaning an increase in

abundance. Therefore, yusheng is considered a symbol of abundance, prosperity and vigor.

In case you want to know how we stir it properly

 at the dining table wishing for prosperity in the coming year,

 please click here .

GONG HEY FAT CHOI! 
(Translation: Wish you prosperity and wealth)

Lunar New Year is one of the most important festivals in Asia, more so in the Chinese Culture. CBS family in Asia had a wonderful time
with their families and friends back in early February. Cecil our APMEA Marketing Manager bases in Hong Kong is very delightful to
share with you all in this Spring Volume, a signature dish named ‘Lo Hei’ that I made for family celebrating the LNY.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4QXSi1T4cRg&t=1s


 


